Case Study: Social Housing

Foxhall Bathrooms

“We like the way we can carry on working
as soon as we have fitted Multipanel”
Steve Adams, Owner of Foxhall Bathrooms

Established in 2016, Foxhall Bathrooms
is a family-run, independent company
operating in Felixstowe and surrounding
areas. They offer a range of quality
bathroom services including design,
installation, and repair work. With over
10 years of experience in the bathroom
and plumbing trades, they have fitted a
wide variety of bathrooms from small
toilet rooms to large opulent bathrooms.
The company have been using Multipanel for a
few years to cover wet areas in bathrooms. With
no waiting for grout to set, Foxhall Bathrooms
saves hours of labour every week by continually
choosing panels over traditional ceramic tiles.
“I’ve been using Multipanel for a good
few years now, using around 20 boards a
week,” says Steve Adams, Owner of Foxhall
Bathroom. “We like the way we can carry on
working as soon as we have fitted Multipanel,
rather than waiting for grout to go off.”
Available in a wide range of luxurious finishes
and textures, the grout free nature of our panels
prevents mould and the need for rigorous
cleaning—just a quick wipe down with warm

water and a non-abrasive mild detergent
will keep panels in pristine condition.
“There are still a lot of people who have
never heard of wall panelling, and I
try to steer them towards it for ease
of cleaning,” Steve continues. “I send
customers to my local Wolseley showroom
in Ipswich to choose from the great selection
of wall panelling as well as Multipanel
flooring, which makes it easy for them.”

Foxhall Bathrooms selected:

Waterproof wall panels from Multipanel’s Classic Collection in
White Snow.

Social housing

Experience & expertise

Why change to Multipanel?

When it comes to manufacturing products to achieve completely watertight
low maintenance bathrooms, Multipanel are the industry experts.
With a history of innovation spanning over 135 years, Multipanel is at the
forefront in manufacturing waterproof wall panels that enable housing
professionals to create great looking, practical, waterproof interiors.
The ease with which our products can be installed, together with negligible
ongoing maintenance, make our products a clear choice in the social
housing sector.

Market leading
We produce 8,000 wall panels every week at our UK factory and have
distribution centres throughout Great Britain and Northern Ireland, ensuring
fast and effective production and delivery. The skill and commitment of our
team has helped make us the market leader in the field of manufacturing for
building interiors.

Student
Accommodation

Multipanel Click Flooring both beautiful and
warm underfoot with greater noise dampening
than traditional tiles.
Multipanel Ceilings paint and plaster-free
waterproof tongue and groove ceilings. Easy
install for quick refurbishment.

Easy to
keep clean

Completely
Waterproof

Virtually
seamless
Hydrolock®
joint

Quick &
easy to
install

Panels can
be fitted over
existing tiles

15 year
warranty

Contact our Business Development
team today to discuss a trial installation
where we can show you the time and cost
benefits of Multipanel.

FM 00929

multipanel.co.uk/socialhousing

Find your nearest Business Development Manager
multipanel.co.uk/bdm

New Build

Multipanel Waterproof Wall Panels come in a
range of colours and textures to suit different
design layouts and budgets.
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